
VISIT RUGENBRÄU BREWERY / DISTILLERY
Rugenbräu is an independent small and locally rooted brewery. Since 1892 the whole 
production site is situated on the Rugen, Interlaken´s backyard hill which offers stunning 
views of the mountains and the two lakes.
 

We will take a private guided tour and follow the beer from the 
brew house to the bottle filling station. Our guides are retired 
brewery workers who will explain the beer production and 
reveal some of the secrets and historic anecdotes. 

Beer is only one half of the story, today the deep
rock-caves under the brewery contain precious whisky 
kegs. It´s the rare Swiss Highland Single Malt Whisky 
which is distilled here just above the brewhouse. 
Of course we will also visit the distillery during our tour 
and learn what whisky has to do with the eternal ice of 
the famous Jungfrau mountain.

Program
- arrival of the boat in Interlaken West at 15:30
- short walk to the Rugenbräu production site (15min) 
- guided private tour through all stages of beer production
- guided visit of the Rugen Distillery and the caves with
  tasting of Rugen beer-brandy
- get-together and tasting of Rugenbräu beer with Pretzel.
  every participant receives a Rugenbräu stone beer mug
- walk back to the train station Interlaken West
- transfer to the Gwattzentrum by train/bus (time of return
  is up to the participant - individual prolongation of the stay
  in Interlaken is possible).

General remarks
If necessary, a mini bus transfer to the brewery can be organized for a limited number 
of persons.
There are multiple stairs in the brewery building - participants must be able to climb stairs.
Brewery tour guides speak mainly German but English translation is given by a 
non-professional translator.

Package includes
Guided walk (or bus transfer) to Rugenbräu brewery and back to the train station.
Private guided tour through Rugenbräu brewery and distillery by retired brewery workers.
Beer-brandy and beer tasting, pretzel, souvenir Rugenbräu stone beer mug.
Transfer to Gwattzentrum by train/bus via Spiez. Transfer tickets also valid for later (same 
day) individual return.
                                                                    Min. number of participants: 10
Package costs:   35.- Swiss Franks            Max. Participants: 20 (English)+20 (German only)


